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Jenny Shone has had a life long passion for any animal and has always communicated with them.
She has been dubbed by the press as South Africas own Dr Doolittle.
From a very young age Jenny had the ability to always know exactly what was going on in the
minds of the animals around her. When asked about this she said that it was not a gift, as many
people think. Everybody has the ability to telepathically communicate with animals. We are all born
with this ability. As we get older we tend to form blockages preventing us from hearing the
messages from the animals. It just takes time and practict to reawken these abilities so that we can
hear what the animals are saying to us.
Animals communicate in a very different way to humans. Jenny teaches people to hear them,
understand them and shows us to how send them messages so that they dont get confused or
misinterpret our messages. She gives you a much deeper understanding of the animal kingdom.
As Jenny says, most so called behavour problems in animals are just misunderstandings. If you can
find out the emotional reasen behind the behavour, you can very often correct the problem.
Just immagine being able to come home at the end of the day and ask your dogs what their day was
like? Who came to visit? What they did and how they felt? It seems like stuff that fairy tales are
made of but no, it is very real. Once you have connected to an animal and found out what the world
looks like from their perspective, it is the most amazing feeling. Such an honour to be connecting
with animals on this level.
Jenny is very much in demand both doing private consultations with domestic animals, as well as
travelling to game farms and working with wild animals.
Jenny and her partner Sandy travel around the country to verious game farms and other venues
where they run workshops in animal telepathic communication. A percentage of every workshop is
then given to an animal charity of their choice.
Jenny has writen a book called Paws & Listen to the voices of the animals.

This book is all about Jenny's experiences communicating with animals. It includes exercises,
meditations and lots of messages directly from certain animals.

